To
The Director
NNRG Integrated Campus, Hyd.
We are happy to send the names of the following short
listed students to participate in the FINAL ROUND of
Inter Collegiate Literary Competitions 2016 held at
NNRG Integrated Campus.
Name of the Event: _____________
Name/s of participants:
1._____________
2._____________
Signature of Faculty coordinator
Signature of the Principal
Note: All the participants desirous of participating in
the FINALS should produce on the college letter head
the following letter, duly signed and stamped.

REGISTRATIONS SHOULD REACH
BEFORE 30thAug 2016
Dates for the FINALS will be announced on 7th
September 2016.
Send a scanned copy of the following letter to email:
iclc2016nnrg@gmail.com
drstm96@gmail.com
Final round will be conducted at NNRG
 No registration fee
 Cash prizes to the winners
 Best participant college trophy
 Consolation prize (judges’ discretion)
 Transport facility can be availed by producing
the permission letter copy.

Visit www.nnrg.edu.in for details
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Chief Patron:
Sri Nalla Narasimha Reddy,
Chairman, NNRG Integrated Campus
Patron:
Dr.C.V.Krishna Reddy,
Director, NNRG Integrated Campus
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Dr.G.Janardhana Raju, Dean, SoE
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COMPETITIONS
(ICLC 2016)

Convener:
Dr.Sandhya Tiwari, Prof. of English

Celebrating the
“Bard of Avon”

Advisory Committee members:
Dr.C.Krishna Mohan, Dean SoP
Dr.M.Vijetha, Dean, SoMS
Mr.Chandrashekhar, HoD, H&S
Dr.Rashmi Trivedi, Prof. of Chemistry

William Shakespeare

Coordinating Committee members:
Ms.Kiranmayee, Assoc. Prof. of English
Ms.Archana, Asst. Prof. of English
Ms.Gayatri, Asst. Prof. of English
For Further details contact
DR.SANDHYA TIWARI,
Professor of English, H&S, SoE,
NNRG Integrated Campus.
Chowdariguda, Near Narapally, Korremula ‘X’
Road, Ghatkesar (M), RR (Dist.), Hyderabad.
Telangana State. 500088.
Phone nos: 9866626629, 9951929199

NNRG INTEGRATED CAMPUS

Physics, Chemistry, and Environmental Sciences.
Department is always keen to offer students an
academic experience of thinking, learning, and doing.

About NNRG Integrated Campus
Nalla Narasimha Reddy Education Society’s Group of
Institutions - An Integrated Campus was established in
the year 2009 under the aegis of Nalla Narasimha
Reddy Education Society. NNRG’s integrated campus
is established with a noble mission to contribute to the
advancement of society and humanity. A man with
mission and vision, Shri.Nalla Narasimha Reddy,
Chairman and Secretary of NNRES, takes utmost
interest and closely guides each and every aspect of the
institution.
School of Engineering
The School offers Undergraduate programmes
(B.Tech.) in CSE, ECE, ME, EEE, CE and Masters
programmes (M.Tech.) in Machine Design, VLSI and
Embedded Systems. Innovation and specialization are
the cornerstones of technical education. School of
Engineering is presently the largest school of NNRG.
Department of Humanities and Sciences
The Department of Humanities and Sciences is the
heart of NNRG. The committed faculties in the
department are well-known for their intellectual
vitality, creativity and dedicate themselves to the
highest levels of excellence in the cultivation of
learning and the creation of knowledge across a broad
spectrum of disciplines like English, Mathematics,

Faculty of English
English Division of the H&S department plays a major
role in all the activities and prepares the students for
further career prospects in their chosen field. English
faculty is in the forefront to initiate innovative
practices. Students are provided umpteen opportunities
to hone their personality and cultivate the required
skills. Apart from the affiliated university JNTUH
prescribed courses, extra coaching and training classes
are conducted as per the needs identified.
ELT@I Hyderabad Chapter
The Chapter was founded in the year 2015 with the aim
of creating opportunities for students and teachers in
the twin cities and spreading its wings at the state and
national level. It is a matter of immense pride to the
board of ELT@I Hyderabad Chapter that the chapter
has initiated functioning and very soon will announce
its official English journal.
Inter-Collegiate Competitions
Some 400 years since William Shakespeare’s death in
1616, festivals, exhibitions and performances all
around the world are celebrated in 2016. In our country
we can witness many universities, colleges and premier
institutions of repute are celebrating Shakespeare400. It
is a matter of pride to celebrate the legacy of William
Shakespeare, arguably the finest playwright and poet
ever to write in the English language.
NNRG Integrated Campus and ELT@I Hyderabad
Chapter are proud to announce the Inter-Collegiate

Literary Competitions for Under Graduate and Post
Graduate students of twin cities.
The faculty of English is happy to pay homage to the
“Bard of Avon”, William Shakespeare who left behind
treasure and his popularity surpassed the limitations of
creed, culture and country. He has given the world
treasure in the form of plays and poems. A prolific
writer, Shakespeare was the embodiment of renaissance
spirit. His aura outgrew the literary archives and many
movies are produced based on his plays.
Objectives:
To celebrate the literary genius William Shakespeare
To provide an opportunity to share their thoughts and
ideas
To create a platform to demonstrate their expertise and
language proficiency
To sensitize the students about the importance and
richness of literature etc..
Events/Competitions:
1. Essay writing
2. Elocution
3. Play reading
4. Creative writing
5. Short skit
Event/activity wise Top 3 Short listed students’ details
endorsed by faculty coordinator and HoD or the
Principal, after conducting In-house competitions,
should be sent to us.
(Note: the first three events best 3 but ONLY ONE
TEAM for SHORT SKIT)

